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Introduction to the Planners 
The Planners are a set of editable Word documents that allow you to organise what and how you teach from the Open Mind course. The Planners can 

help you with lesson and course planning. First, select and open the document that contains the course hours closest to your own course hours. For 

convenience, we have provided suggested course plans for 45 hours (Beginner level) as well as 60 hours, 75 hours, 90 hours and 120 hours for all 

other levels. Then, you can modify the plan and save it according to your needs. Each page of the Planner represents a unit and provides to-the-minute 

accounting of each element found within that unit. Each page includes time for a unit opener and skill building activities for reading, listening, speaking 

and writing. Each page also includes practise applications for grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation. Topic-specific and language wrap-up activities 

are also included on each page, while workshops alternate between writing and speaking activities each unit. Communicative wrap-up activities are 

included every two units.  All times vary depending on course length.  

 

Course Introduction & Grammar review: This is a preview element to be administered before the course begins. A placement test is also 

suggested for this 1-hour time period if one hasn’t yet been done.  

 

Reading, Listening, Speaking, & Writing: Depending on the needs of your specific course offering, this section provides timing, pagination, and 

a content briefing for these elements within the course. For this part of your lesson, you can plan on an instruction period of between 30 to 45 minutes 

for each element.  

 

Grammar, Vocabulary, & Pronunciation: This section also provides timing, pagination, and a content briefing for these elements within the 

course. In some cases, Pronunciation has been omitted to save time. It has been included in the 75-hour and higher Planners. 

 

LifeSkills: For this section, where included, you may address the topic-specific prompt and guide students through the activities provided. This section 

is omitted in shorter courses.  

 

Language wrap-up, Writing Workshop, Speaking Workshop, & Communicative wrap-up: For shorter courses, the Language wrap-up 

element has been omitted to save time. For every other unit there is either a Writing Workshop or Speaking Workshop to aid students in their skill 

development. Additionally, following every two units is a Communicative wrap-up. This has been omitted from shorter courses (75 hours or less).  

 

Workbook & Extra: Students can be encouraged to pursue much of the elements within this section outside of class (OC). Most Workbook 

completion will be done OC, as will student work on the Grammar Reference pages. There is time allotted for review of Workbook pages in all courses. 

Students can also be encouraged to view the unit video and extra practise elements (found within the Presentation Kit) OC. Each unit does include a 

unit test to be administered at the completion of the unit.  

 

Mid-course Test: Following unit 6, this 1-hour exam is meant to assess student knowledge to this point in the course. 

 

End-of-course Test: Following unit 12, this 1-hour exam is meant to assess student knowledge from units 7–12. 


